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Local Guidance. Global Expertise. We think big, design smart 

and develop fast for all screens, projects and teams. Serving 

global leaders to local entrepreneurs, we tailor our process 

based on your scale, structure and location.
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Local Guidance
MENTORMATE  ||  OVERVIEW

Accelerating Minnesota’s Businesses Since 2001

Headquartered in Uptown, Minneapolis, our 
Minnesota office consists of 50 seasoned 

consultants, architects, designers, and managers. 

320
CLIENTS

SERVED

17
YEARS IN

BUSINESS

1000
PROJECTS

COMPLETED
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Global Expertise
MENTORMATE  ||  OVERVIEW

Powered by Europe’s Silicon Valley

A world capital of IT innovation with a long legacy 

of technological expertise, Bulgaria has attracted 
companies like Google, Microsoft, and IBM. 

400
BULGARIAN

EMPLOYEES

30
DEVELOPMENT 

LANGUAGES

9600
TRAINING 

LANGUAGES

MENTORMATE  ||  OVERVIEW
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3 Example 

Healthcare AI areas



Mitigating the burden of data entry

Couple EHRs already provide advanced free-text recognition that can look at notes and

recognize key terms with a smart algorithm. Even such small automations, such as taking

manual fax input to automated importing saved one year 3 million clinical work hours.

This can likely be taken to an even higher degree of productivity by using NLP voice

processing / notes processing and composition to review provider notes and extract key

terms, pull out structured data, and gain insights to help productivity. Nuance, a Healthcare

services company, offers AI supported tools which integrates with several EHRs to support

clinical note composition.

| Getting data into the EHR
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Identifying High Risk 

Using big data, create neural networks that can recognize and surface the important 

points for a specific type of prediction.  Essentially, the NN can predict high risk patients 

and warn them early on, such as those prone to heart disease.  Google, among others, 

are developing algorithms to predict and warn against illness using AI-derived 

algorithms, both from notes as well as image interpretation.

Identifying Treatment Protocol

On the other side of predicting patients at high risk for certain illnesses, there are also 

companies that strive to predict likelihood a patient will respond well to a treatment.  

| Supporting diagnosis with EHR data 



Decision Support

Until now, the systems to help the clinician with treatment strategies were mainly rules-

based generic solutions.  In addition, the rules would often become outdated due to the 

nature of the industry, which is constantly learning new symptoms, causes of illness, 

treatment alternatives, etc. AI solutions are emerging today from vendors, such as IBM 

Watson, that learn based on new data and enable more updated, personalized care.

| Supporting clinician decision with EHR data 



| We’re in the midst of a 4th industrial revolution

1st Industrial Revolution 2nd Industrial Revolution 3rd Industrial Revolution 4th Industrial Revolution

Steam Electricity Computing Intelligence

1700s 1800s 1990s Today
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AI

Loosely, AI is an umbrella term that refers to any

artificial mechanism, such as a digital computer,

acting ‘intelligently’. Oftentimes this translates to

a machine using statistical models to recognize

patterns in data and extrapolate from those

patterns onto new, unseen data for prediction or

classification.

ML

Machine Learning (ML), is a subset of AI focused

on utilizing programmatically automated

statistical models to learn from large datasets.

This subset methodology of AI makes up the

preponderance of modern discourse on AI and

the terms are often used interchangeably,

though they are indeed not synonymic.

| What is AI?
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| Machine learning is a subset of AI

Artificial Intelligence (AI) - umbrella term 

encompassing nearly any machine action 

that is ‘intelligent’. 

Machine Learning (ML) - subset 

methodology focused on the process of 

learning from statistical patterns in data.

Deep Learning (DL) - branch of ML that 

focuses on utilizing deep neural networks.

AI

ML

DL

NN



ML models discover feature correlations. For 

example:

➔ Has floppy ears.

➔ Has fur, sometimes short and sometimes long.

➔ Has nose and snout.

Whereas features without correlation are safely 

ignored:

➔ Where the animal is in the frame.

➔ Lightness or darkness of the image

➔ When the image was taken

Dog

Input Hidden OutputModel layers:

| ML discovers your data’s value for you



ML models learn by examples of labelled data

Dog Dog Dog Dog

...

Cat Cat Cat Cat

...

Lizard Fish Bird Not animal

Various

73%  Cat

...

99%  Dog

73%  Not

| At its core, ML is a prediction engine



| Data is rampant in every industry.

Manufacturing: 

● Assess the quality of an output.

● Optimize yield based on materials.

Note: Selected examples, not exhaustive

Healthcare: 

● Predict patient volume and length of 

stay for optimal resource allocation.

Lumber: 

● Optimize shipping route length.

● Predict machine failure using audio.

Retail: 

● Predict likelihood of return for goods.

● Chose the optimal flash-sale prices.



Computer Vision Images

➔ Optical Character Recognition

➔ Object Detection

➔ Motion / Movement Recognition

Natural Language Text

➔ Text Sentiment Analysis

➔ Language Translation

➔ Information Extraction

➔ Chat-Bots / Text Generation

Audio Analysis Audio

➔ Speech to text & text to speech.

➔ Voice recognition.

➔ Audio pattern recognition (machine failure by sound).

Pattern Recognition Any

➔ Stock market prediction.

➔ Yield forecasting.

➔ Other predictive analytics.

| ML applies to a multitude of data types



AI Status Quo | 



AI is … 



| important for many,



| top priority for innovators,



| critical for market leaders!



AI is … 



| visual,

| Computer vision allows

for many forms of object

detection, motion and

movement recognition,

and other means of

intelligence.

Car  (0.95)

Car  (0.95)

Car  (0.95)

Tree  (0.87)



AI is … 



| auditory,

| Audio-specific algorithms can

hear, transcribe, and generate

human voice, music, and

other sonic elements. Isolation

and other advanced audio

processing functions are also

available using AI.



AI is … 



| creative,

CycleGAN transforming horses into zebras.



AI is … 



| creepy,

| China unveils first AI powered

news anchor. An example of

natural language generation,

audio generation, and other

examples of AI.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAfiATTQufk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GAfiATTQufk


AI is … 



| controversial,

| The abilities of Generative

adversarial networks (GAN)

have given great power to

‘deepfake’ artists putting all

digital media content into

question from politics to

business.



AI is …



| accelerating 

1946

Alan Turing makes 1st 

Digital Computer.

1958

Rosenblatt creates first 

perceptron.

1974

Backpropagation pioneered 

by Werbos et al.

1986

Multi-layer 

Perceptron 

1994

Bidirectional RNN

Schuster & Paliwal



1997
LSTMs
Hochreiter & 
Schmidhuber

Deep Blue beats 
Kasparov in chess

2011
Watson wins
Jeopardy

| accelerating 

2019
AI Innovation Centre 
Opens in Sweden

2014
GAN  
Goodfellow

2017
Kepler 90i - First 
discovery 
of celestial body by AI



AI is …



| Gradual, 

2014 2015 2016



| Gradual, then sudden:

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018



AI is …  



x 500 (n) x 10 (n)

Generate Select Store & Evolve

| Autogenerative. AutoML.



AI is …  



What does this mean for business?

| exponential.



AI will eat the world | 



Google AI Strategy 

teardown
An example of one of the key players





















| Tips in Healthcare

● Set Clear objectives
● Secure the right expertise / tools
● Be patient 
● Data access/privacy is key
● Don’t forget extrinsic data “kitchen sink”
● Human Machine combo usually best
● Perhaps yours is a solved problem, but is the solution right 

for you (ie affordable, available)
● Correct pacing



| Future thoughts 

Major challenges are somewhat similar to IT in general;
● Privacy
● Interoperability
● Ubiquity will happen eventually
● Data will have to be collected via sensors and existing IT 

systems as humans don’t have time / patience for data 
entry

● Several interlocking enabling technologies from fitbits to 
cameras



Thank You.

Questions?



Contact | 

bjornstansvik
@gmail.com


